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Need to go beyond standard Need to go beyond standard 
perturbation theoryperturbation theory

(Linear) perturbation theory proved extremely successful (Linear) perturbation theory proved extremely successful 
in dealing with CMB datain dealing with CMB data

The study of the LSS requires better schemes, owing to The study of the LSS requires better schemes, owing to 
the crucial role played by the gravitational instability, the crucial role played by the gravitational instability, 
which makes the underlying dark matter density field which makes the underlying dark matter density field 
unavoidably nonunavoidably non--linear, hence nonlinear, hence non--Gaussian, on a Gaussian, on a 
relevant range of scales.relevant range of scales.

Renormalized Perturbation Theory (Renormalized Perturbation Theory (CrocceCrocce & & 
ScoccimarroScoccimarro 2005, 2006)2005, 2006)

Renormalization Group (McDonald 2006; Matarrese & Renormalization Group (McDonald 2006; Matarrese & 
Pietroni 2007)Pietroni 2007)
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Future surveys vs. BAOFuture surveys vs. BAO

Acoustic peaks are a small effect: 
require large surveys to be detected.

P(k)/Pref(k)

Goal: predict the LSS power spectrum to % accuracy
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Standard approach: Perturbation Theory

z=0

Scoccimarro 2004

Jeong & Komatsu 2006

1-loop PT

Non-linearities become more and more relevant in the redshift 
range 0<z<1, which is crucial for Dark Energy studies.
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Huff et al. 2006

Present status: NPresent status: N--body simulations body simulations 
vs. fitting functionsvs. fitting functions

Fitting schemes (e.g. Peacock & 
Dodds ’96) evolve the power 
spectrum by a non-linear and 
non-local mapping of the linear 
one, by a smooth interpolation 
(based on outcomes of N-body 
simulations) between large 
scales, where linear theory 
applies, and very small scales, 
where stable-clustering is 
expected to hold. The halo-model
assumes that all the matter 
self-organizes in clumps (“halos”)
by gravitational instability 
( Press-Schechter theory).

~10% discrepancies between fitting functions and N-body 
simulations
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RG and LSSRG and LSS
Apply standard Renormalization Group techniques to the Apply standard Renormalization Group techniques to the 
study of the dynamics of (cold) dark matter by selfstudy of the dynamics of (cold) dark matter by self--
gravity, to accurately follow the (mildly) nongravity, to accurately follow the (mildly) non--linear linear 
regime (regime (δδ~1).~1).

The general idea is that of describing how, starting from The general idea is that of describing how, starting from 
large scales (or early times), where linear theory holds large scales (or early times), where linear theory holds 
true, statistical quantities change when shorter and true, statistical quantities change when shorter and 
shorter scales are gradually included.shorter scales are gradually included.

Fully general method: it can be applied in principle also Fully general method: it can be applied in principle also 
to DM + baryons and/or away from the fluid (singleto DM + baryons and/or away from the fluid (single--
stream) regime, i.e. it can be extended to highly nonstream) regime, i.e. it can be extended to highly non--
linear scales.linear scales.
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Dark Matter hydrodynamicsDark Matter hydrodynamics
DM phaseDM phase--space distribution function obeys the space distribution function obeys the collisionlesscollisionless
BoltzmannBoltzmann ((VlasovVlasov) equation (using conformal time)) equation (using conformal time)

where where pp=am =am ddxx/d/dττ and and φ φ is the peculiar gravitational    is the peculiar gravitational    
potential, which obeys the cosmological Poisson equationpotential, which obeys the cosmological Poisson equation

Taking moments and neglecting the velocity dispersion tensor (siTaking moments and neglecting the velocity dispersion tensor (singlengle--
stream approximation) yields a stream approximation) yields a pressurelesspressureless (dust) fluid picture.(dust) fluid picture.
Invalid after shellInvalid after shell--crossing, i.e. beyond the mildly noncrossing, i.e. beyond the mildly non--linear regime. linear regime. 
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Cosmological EulerCosmological Euler--Poisson systemPoisson system

mass-density

streaming velocity

velocity dispersion 
tensor
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Go to FourierGo to Fourier--space space 
Defining the velocity divergence (remind: cosmic velocity fieldsDefining the velocity divergence (remind: cosmic velocity fields are are 
always always irrotationalirrotational)                              one gets, in Fourier)                              one gets, in Fourier--space space 

modemode--mode coupling is controlled mode coupling is controlled 
by two functionsby two functions

),(),( ττθ xvx ⋅∇≡
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Linear Perturbation TheoryLinear Perturbation Theory

Expected to hold at early times and/or on large Expected to hold at early times and/or on large 
scales.scales.
Consists in dropping modeConsists in dropping mode--mode coupling in fluid mode coupling in fluid 
equations: equations: α=β=0α=β=0
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Heavens, Matarrese & 
Verde, 1998
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Extend to nonExtend to non--EdSEdS cosmologiescosmologies

Bouchet et al. ’92
Bernardeau ’94
Catelan et al. ’94
Nusser & Colberg ‘98 

Where DWhere D++ is the linear growth factor of density is the linear growth factor of density 
fluctuations in the given cosmologyfluctuations in the given cosmology
In doing this we are neglecting the effect of decaying In doing this we are neglecting the effect of decaying 
modes in the nonmodes in the non--linear regime (linear regime (CrocceCrocce & & ScoccimarroScoccimarro
’’05)05)
Initial time Initial time ηη=0 corresponds to z==0 corresponds to z=zzinin and is chosen so and is chosen so 
that perturbations are well inside the linear regime.that perturbations are well inside the linear regime.
We take We take zzinin=80=80
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Matarrese & Pietroni ‘07
S w.r.t. the field χ
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Generating Generating functionalsfunctionals

Next, define the generator of connected n-point 
functions:

And, through functional Legendre transform, the 
effective action (or generator of 1PI diagrams):

Λb

λ λ

Λb



Thick lines indicate full Thick lines indicate full 
propagators; dark propagators; dark 
blobs 1PI 3blobs 1PI 3-- and 4and 4--point  point  
functions; the crossed functions; the crossed 
box is the RG kernel:box is the RG kernel:
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Structure of the RG equations (1)Structure of the RG equations (1)

The RHS of the RG equation is remarkably simple. The 
two contributions have the same structure of one-loop
diagrams, where tree-level vertices and propagators
have been replaced by full, λ-dependent ones. The same
holds true for any other quantity of interest.
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Structure of the RG equations (2)Structure of the RG equations (2)

A recipe can then be given to obtain the RG equation for any given
quantity.

Write down the 1-loop expression for the quantity of interest, 
obtained using any needed vertex (for instance, in the case of Gl
we have not only the vertex χφφ, but also χφφφ although it
vanishes at tree-level).

Promote the linear propagator, the power-spectrum and the 
vertices appearing in that expression to full, λ-dependent ones.

Take the λ-derivative of the full expression, by considering only
the explicit λ-dependence of the step-function contained in the 
initial power-spectrum.
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Structure of the RG equations (3)Structure of the RG equations (3)

The RG equations obtained following these rules are 
exact, in the sense that they encode all the 
dynamical and statistical content of the path-integral
or, equivalently, of the Euler-Poisson system 
supplemented by the initial power-spectrum.
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Approximation Approximation ansatzansatz

Full Full λλ--dependent propagators Gdependent propagators G
TreeTree--level verticeslevel vertices

RG Kernel:RG Kernel:
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Lowest order approximation: Lowest order approximation: kk»»λλ

The RG equation for the propagator becomes:The RG equation for the propagator becomes:

It can be integrated analytically, to yield:It can be integrated analytically, to yield:

where: where: 



We can remove the k » λ limit and integrate numerically the RG equation. We still 
get the same UV cutoff
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A self-generated UV cutoff

Inserting this result in the expression for the RG kernel, we get:

The effect of modes with momenta larger than                    
is exponentially screened. 

We can remove the k >> λ approximation. Integrating numerically 
The RG equation we still get the same UV cutoff.

The UV is much better behaved than one would guess from 
“usual” perturbation theory!!                                          



Matarrese & Pietroni ‘07
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SelfSelf--generated UV cutoffgenerated UV cutoff

Same result obtained by Same result obtained by CrocceCrocce & & 
ScoccimarroScoccimarro 2005 and already  noticed in 2005 and already  noticed in 
NN--body simulations body simulations 

The highThe high--frequency modes of the initial frequency modes of the initial 
(linear) power(linear) power--spectrum are truncated spectrum are truncated 
down to the presentdown to the present--day nonday non--linearity linearity 
scale. The final (z=0) outputs are left scale. The final (z=0) outputs are left 
almost unchanged.almost unchanged.

Little, Weinberg & Park 1991



similar to 
2-halo term in
the halo model

similar to 
1-halo term in
the halo model
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Short/Mid/LongShort/Mid/Long--Term GoalsTerm Goals
Improve solution by including Improve solution by including ““runningrunning”” of the of the trilineartrilinear
vertex and write an approximate RG expression for the vertex and write an approximate RG expression for the 
effective actioneffective action (S.M. & Pietroni, in progress)(S.M. & Pietroni, in progress)

Make the code publicly available (as soon as the above Make the code publicly available (as soon as the above 
step is accomplished and numerical integration is refined)step is accomplished and numerical integration is refined)

RG calculation of the RG calculation of the bispectrumbispectrum, accounting for , accounting for 
primordial NG (via a quadratic primordial NG (via a quadratic ffNLNL term in the term in the 
gravitational potential) (S.M., M. Pietroni & A. Riotto, in gravitational potential) (S.M., M. Pietroni & A. Riotto, in 
progress)progress)

Account for nonAccount for non--linear and nonlinear and non--local halo/galaxy biasing; local halo/galaxy biasing; 
go to redshift  space go to redshift  space 

NonNon--linear mapping for density & velocity fields (?)linear mapping for density & velocity fields (?)
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Conclusions (1)Conclusions (1)
Very important quantifying departures from linear theory
to compare cosmological models with future galaxy 
surveys. The 0<z<1 range crucial for DE studies.

The compact perturbation theory formulated by Crocce
and Scoccimarro is a very convenient starting point for 
applying RG techniques to cosmology.

Exact RG equations can be derived for any kind of 
correlation function and for the scale-dependent growth 
factor.

Systematic approximation schemes, based on truncations 
of the full hierarchy of equations, can be applied, 
borrowing the experience from QFT.
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Conclusions (2)Conclusions (2)

A simple approximation scheme already shows the 
emergence of an intrinsic UV cutoff in the RG running.

Excellent agreement of RG power-spectrum predictions 
down to z=0 with results of N-body simulations in the 
range of Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations.

Immediate lines of development include: computation of 
the bispectrum (including non-Gaussian initial 
conditions), improved approximations for the 
propagator, bias and redshift-space distorsions.
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